
*PLEASE NOTE: Alphabetize [5.3.3] and double-space the entire list. [5.3.2]*

Listed below are the most significant revisions to MLA documentation style for print and web citations.

**New! ► No More Underlining!** Italicize titles of books, journals, etc.

**New! ► No More URLs!** Include a URL only when the reader probably cannot locate the source without it or when your instructor requires it.

**New! ► Publication Medium.** Each citation must include the medium, such as Print, Web, DVD, etc.

**New! ► Abbreviations.** Many web source entries now require a publisher name, a date of publication, and/or page numbers.

- No publisher on a web site – write N.p. for no publisher given.
- No date of publication on a web site – write n.d. for no date.
- For online journals that appear only online (no print version) or databases that do not provide pagination, write n. pag. for no pagination.

**Books**

**Book-multiple authors [5.5.4]**

**Book-multiple editors [5.5.4]**

**Book-edition [5.5.13]**

**Article in a reference book [5.5.7]** When citing familiar reference books, list only the edition (if stated) and the year of publication.


**Article in a reference book [5.5.7]** When citing less familiar reference books, give full publication information.

**Multivolume work [5.5.14]** If using only one volume, state the number of the volume.

**Multivolume work [5.6.14]** Cite total number of volumes if using two or more volumes.
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---

**Basic Components of a Web Citation [5.6]**

Include as much of the following as is available:

1. Name of the author, compiler, director, editor, narrator, performer, or translator.
2. Title of the work in quotation marks if part of a larger work; title is italicized if independent.
3. Title of overall web site (italicized)
4. Publisher or sponsor of the site; if not available, use N.p.
5. Date of publication (day, month, and year, as available); if nothing is available, use n.d.
6. Medium of publication (Web)
7. Date of access (day, month, and year)

---

**General Format for Web Citations:**


---

**Entire Web site**


---

**Entire Web site**


**NOTE:** include a URL only when the reader probably cannot locate the source without it or when your instructor requires it.
A Document within a Web site

Online Article from a Web site [no author]

Online Article from a Web site [no sponsor or publisher]

Personal Home Page [no date]

NOTE: Untitled works may be identified by a genre label (e.g., Home page, Introduction, Online posting), neither italicized nor enclosed in quotation marks, in the place where the title goes.

A Scholarly Journal Article published in Web form only [no page numbers]

A Work on the Web Cited with Print Publication Information [no page numbers]

Online Encyclopedia Article

Online Newspaper Article

Online Government Publication

NOTE: Include a URL only when the reader probably cannot locate the source without it or when your instructor requires it.
* PLEASE NOTE: Some databases offer examples of citation formats that may provide assistance in preparing electronic citations. However, there may be inaccuracies. Remember to consult the appropriate style manual or check with your instructor for accepted citation formats.

New! ► Cite online journal articles from an online database as you would a print one. Provide the database name in italics. If pagination is not available, use n.pag. Place of access is no longer required. List the medium of publication as Web and end with the date of access. URL is no longer required.

Help! ► For help with In-Text citations:
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/02/

Academic Search Premier [EBSCO] Journal Article

Academic Search Premier [EBSCO] Magazine Article

American History Online

Bloom’s Literary Reference Online

CQ Researcher [To find page numbers view articles in PDF]
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